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respectable people were being treated with incredible bra-
tality and bestiality. Mr Blake seemed to have sources of
information of his own, and he gave Edward Albert the most
circumstantial and revolting details with an indignant
gusto. " Take, for instance, something I heard the other
day, . , ."
" You'd wonder how they can bring themselves to do it,"
said Edward Albert, not doubting in the least. Old Mr
Blake offered no explanation.
The newspapers Edward Albert glanced over and the
talk he heard about " these here Bolshies " during the two
decades of later Georgian decadence, did little to attenuate
the shock of those early impressions* When he blended his
mind with the general unanimities of Morningside Prospect,
he found a practical agreement that for the rest of the world
outside the Soviet sphere, the less one thought about Russia
the better, the " Bolshies " were thorough rascals and also
blind fanatics, they were incredibly incompetent and a
menace to the whole world ; Stalin was just another Tsar,
he was certain to be assassinated and he would found a new
dynasty ; private enterprise would be restored because you
cannot do without it. Communism did not matter ; it was
spreading insidiously ; it stirred up a lot of discontent among
the working classes, and it ought to be put down with a firm
hand. It was the hidden hand of Communism that caused
labour unrest that kept wages and prices, rates and taxes,
mounting and mounting, to the serious disadvantage of decent
independent people who had retired and wanted to keep retired.
So round and round they went, perpetually evading the
realisation that there was something in the stars and in the
wicked hearts of men that would not endure Morningside
Prospect for very much longer, whatever else ensued,
Mr Pildington of Johore was disposed to take a serious
view of Communist activities in the East. These frightful
ideas were spreading in India and China and even in Japan.
" They nibble and they nibble atr our prestige. It's no
laughing matter."
" These idem," said Edward Alben gloomily.

